Registered names


Calluna vulgaris

‘Eko’
※ Flowers purple (H10), single, small, August–early October; foliage in summer green tinged bronze, bronze more pronounced in young growth; individual leaves very small, and congested on stems; shoots very neatly 4-sided; habit upright, bushy; after 4 years to 22cm tall, and 22cm across not pruned.
⊕ Selected from mixed seedlings, raised from open-pollinated plants. "No other cultivar has this combination of foliage and flower colour."
§ Means echo in England: "once seen one will recall it".

‘Judy Wiksten’
※ Flowers heliotrope (H12), single, September–October; foliage bright yellow in summer, with bright yellow young growth; habit upright, bushy; after 4 years to 30cm tall, and 30cm across.
⊕ Selected from mixed seedlings, raised from open-pollinated plants. "No other Calluna cultivar as this combination of heliotrope flowers and soft yellow foliage."
§ “Judy loved heather and she loved Sweden. She deserved to be commemorated by a beautiful Swedish plant.”
‘Kuliss’


☆ Flowers lavender (H3) with crimson (H13), single, September–November; new shoots pink and cream, turning greyish green in summer, foliage and shoots with prominent tomentum of long, somewhat shaggy hairs; stem appearing white; habit upright, bushy; after 5 years to 50cm tall, and 50cm across.

⊕ Selected from seedlings raised from open-pollinated plant of 'Tallboy', possibly pollinated by 'Kerstin'. "It looks like a vigorous mixture of the two presumed parents."

§ Fantasy name.

‘Lisann’


☆ Bud-flowering (Knospenblüher), violet, mid August–October; foliage silver-green; habit upright, to 45cm tall × 35cm across after 5 years. Later to bloom than ‘Loki’ and more upright.

⊕ Deliberately raised before 2010, selected in September 2013. EU-Sortenschutz VL-13-7 (Lisann)

‘Lore’


☆ Bud-flowering (Knospenblüher), buds red, small, August–October; foliage green; habit upright, to 45cm tall × 35cm across after 5 years (not pruned). Later to bloom than ‘Loki’ and more upright.


‘Tegel’


☆ Flowers pale lavender (H3), single, late July–August; foliage yellow-green tinted with bronze in summer, with brick-coloured young shoots in spring and early summer; habit bushy, upright, broad; after 4 years to 30cm tall, and 45cm across (pruned).

⊕ Selected from mixed seedlings, raised from open-pollinated plants.

§ Tegel is Swedish for brick and this alludes to the colour of the springtime foliage.

‘Troy’


❖ Flowers mauve (H2), single, September–October; foliage yellow-green in summer; individual leaves minute; habit erect; after 4 years to 25cm tall, and 35cm across (pruned).

⊕ Seedling raised in 2011 by Sten-Börje Sörensson.

§ Named by Ann-Marie and Sonny Magnusson after their dog.

ζ Heather news quarterly 37 (4: Fall 2014): 11 (name only); Heathers 13 (this issue): 57; URL www.heathersociety.org/new-heathers (posted October 2015).


‘Zalina’

® C.2015.03: registered 1 April 2015 by Kurt Kramer, Edewecht-Süddorf, Germany.

❖ Bud-flowering (Knospenblüher); small buds only after a warm autumn (perhaps in November); buds RHS 74 B (purple H10); foliage black-green in summer; new growth dark green; habit broad, upright; after 3 years 25 cm tall × 30 cm across; pruned.

⊕ Deliberately raised; cross made in Autumn 2007; selected Autumn 2008, by Kurt Kramer; plant breeders’ rights granted.


❖ URL http://gardengirls.de/sortiment/sunset-line.html

‘Zelia’

® C.2015.04: registered 1 April 2015 by Kurt Kramer, Edewecht-Süddorf, Germany.

❖ Lacks flowers; light green foliage; habit upright; to 30cm tall, to 25cm across, in 3 years, pruned.

⊕ Deliberately raised; cross made in Autumn 2007; selected Autumn 2010, by Kurt Kramer; plant breeders’ rights granted.


❖ URL http://gardengirls.de/sortiment/sunset-line.html

‘Zoe’

® C.2015.05: registered 1 April 2015 by Kurt Kramer, Edewecht-Süddorf, Germany.

❖ Lacks flowers; mature foliage black-green, young foliage dark green; habit upright; to 30cm tall, to 25cm across, in 3 years, pruned.

⊕ Deliberately raised; cross made in Autumn 2007; selected Autumn 2008, by Kurt Kramer; plant breeders’ rights granted.

ζ URL http://gardengirls.de/sortiment/sunset-line.html [name only].

‘Zulu’

® C.2015.06: registered 1 April 2015 by Kurt Kramer, Edammer Straße 26, 26188 Edewecht-Süddorf, Germany.

⊕ Deliberately raised; cross made in Autumn 2007; selected Autumn 2008, by Kurt Kramer; plant breeder’s rights granted.

‘Annika’

® D.2015-02 registered 15 August 2015 by Johannes van Leuven, Geldern-Lüllingen, Germany.

※ Flowers pink, July–October; foliage light green; habit broadly upright, to 50cm tall, to 50cm spread after 4 years (pruned). More vigorous than ‘Rosella’ with flowers in loose spike.

⊕ Deliberately raised seedling from an unnamed seedling × ‘Maja’; selected by Johannes van Leuven in September 2013: DAB16, code name VL-B when submitted for plant breeders’ rights.

гибрид Blatt für Sortenwesen 48 heft 08: 162 (August 2015); __ 09: 191 (September 2015).


‘Ramona’

® D.2015-03 registered 15 August 2015 by Johannes van Leuven, Geldern-Lüllingen, Germany.

※ Flowers violet, July–October; foliage light green; habit broadly upright, to 50cm tall, to 50cm spread after 4 years (pruned). More vigorous than ‘Vanessa’ with flowers in loose spike.

⊕ Deliberately raised seedling selected by Johannes van Leuven in September 2013: DAB15, code name VL-A when submitted for plant breeders’ rights.

гибрид Blatt für Sortenwesen 48 heft 08: 162 (August 2015); __ 09: 191 (September 2015).


‘Tina’

® D.2015.01 registered 15 August 2015 by Johannes van Leuven, Geldern-Lüllingen, Germany.

※ Flowers red, July–October; foliage light green; habit broadly upright, to 50cm tall, 50cm spread after 4 years (pruned), so grows broader than ‘Andrea’.

⊕ Deliberately raised seedling selected by Johannes van Leuven in September 2013: DAB17, code name VL-C when submitted for plant breeders’ rights.

§ Named after his future daughter-in-law, Christina Schönmakers.

гибрид Blatt für Sortenwesen 48 heft 08: 162 (August 2015); __ 09: 191 (September 2015).

Erica

*E. cinerea* ‘Creepy Crawly’
® E.2015.03 registered 21 October 2015 by David Edge, Forest Edge Nurseries, Wimborne, Dorset.

* Flowers purple, single, June–September; foliage mid-green; habit trailing, creeping or weeping with stems grow flat on ground or descending; after 3 years to 3cm tall, and 35cm across forming a mat on level ground.
⊕ Wild-collected on Lundy in Bristol Channel in July 2007 by David Edge: has "novel habit with its green foliage and trailing, weeping" stems.

*E. × darleyensis* ‘Torero’

* Corolla mauve to heliotrope (H2/H12); urn-shaped, to 7mm long, maximum width 5mm, calyx dark mauve, to 4mm long; anthers very dark red, fully emergent; flowers in spikes to 8 cm long, February–April. Leaves dark green above, pale green below, to 9mm long, linear. Habit upright, to 45cm tall × 35cm across after 5 years (not pruned).
⊕ Deliberately raised cross made in February 2008; selected February 2010; EU-Sortenschutz SR-2 (Torero).
E. × factitia ‘Johannes van Leuven’
⊕ E. × lusitanica × carnea clone 2 raised by Johannes van Leuven; from this clone the holotype of
E. × factitia was selected (clone 2).
❖ Heathers 13: 4–7 (this issue).
❖ Heathers 13: 4, 5, 6 (this issue).

Other names new to the International register of heather names

Calluna vulgaris
‘Fynd’: Heather news quarterly 37 (4) [no 148]: 11.
[Jüli]: CLL 526: Blatt für Sortenwesen 48 heft 08: 162 (August 2015); __ heft 10: 245 (October 2015).
‘QX 1’: CLL 526; Blatt für Sortenwesen 48 heft 10: 245 (October 2015).
‘Triniti’: CLL 527: Blatt für Sortenwesen 48 heft 08: 162 (August 2015); __ heft 09: 191 (September 2015).

Names related to H. E. Beale
"baleana Adams" [sic]: error for bealeana, but the significance of "Adams" is obscure.

The plants included in this supposed bi-generic hybrid were all Erica cinerea cultivars with split corollas, 'Winifred Whitley', 'W. G. Notley', and 'Schizopetala'.
'Mrs Beale': error for 'H. E. Beale'.

Erica × darleyensis
‘Lea’
[* Flowers brighter pink than ‘Spring Surprise’, February–May, contrasting with its dark green foliage; dense, of medium growth, ‘Lea’ can be planted in the garden or in pots.
❖ Sapho website (accessed 2 December 2015).

‘Spring Sunrise’: error for ‘Spring Surprise’: Sapho website (accessed 2 December 2015).

Erica gracilis